
What was your favorite 
part about the spring 
play?86

STUDENT LIFE “They were really different roles 
  from everyday life, and it showed 
  the actors’ talent.”
       Brittany Stanley, 11

“When Jana walked in and she was 
  drunk because she was stumbling.”
        Ryan Iasello, 12

“I liked when she put her head in the oven. 
  It was funny.”
        Lauren Neilson, 10

“I thought Chelsea Kaufman was 
  the best part because she is a really 
  good actress.”
        T.J Corso, 12
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The leader then holds the magical fairy dust in their hands above their
 head and instructs the rest of the cast to do the same. 

Actress: 
Rachel Dismukes

Years in drama:

Number of play performances:

Favorite scene in Crimes of the Heart: 

Most embarrassing moment:

Most difficult part of this play:

4

7

“I liked getting chased by Chelsea with a broom.”

 “Alec  had to reach into my panty hose to turn my 
microphone on.”

“It was difficult to portray the mature subjects and the 
acting was really serious.”

Lenny Magrath

Meg Magrath
Actress: 

Jana Huebner
Years in drama:

Number of play performances:

Favorite scene in Crimes of the Heart: 

Most embarrassing moment:

Most difficult part of this play:

3

3

“I got to be drunk and sat in a sink. It was funny 
because I tripped at the same place every night and 
one  night I tripped at the part where I was drunk.” 

“Forgetting lines and mumbling.”

“Probably that the characters were so complex it was 
hard to keep the audience focused. We weren’t running 

around we were mainly at a table.”

Actress: 
Chelsea Kaufman

Years in drama:

Number of play performances:

Favorite scene in Crimes of the Heart: 

Most embarrassing moment:

Most difficult part of this play:

4

8

“The end when the to sisters are celebrating my 
birthday and get to shove cake in my face.”

 “I had to act like I was talking on the phone and the 
audience started laughing. I was doing good until I 

noticed the cord was totally hanging out.” 

“The characters were real people. It sounds easy, but it 
was really difficult.”

Crim       f
the Heart
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The leader then gives a speech as they stand together in the circle of spirit. 
The speech is extremely serious. No laughing is allowed.

4.

“When she sings ‘Happy Birthday’ to 
  herself in self pity.”
        Nicole Seevers, 12
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87
“When Babe tried to kill herself and 
  failed.”
         Jen Stuller, 12

“I liked how different it was from the 
  usual plays. The actors had to play 
  more emotional roles than usual.”
        Emily Wilkens, 10

”I liked that it took place in the south 
  because my family lives there and it 
  was interesting to see the different lifestyle.”
    Lizzie Groenweghe, 11 YO
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“We all have Mr. 
Fettig.”

“We all have 
brown hair.”

“We all like 
soccer.”

“We are all ‘A’ 
students.”

Josh 
Lemaster,

10

Ryan Gannon,
10

Sam 
Ruhlman,

10

Taylor Bell,
10

Throughout the year, four random students 
were chosen at random and asked the ques-

tion “How are you all YOUKNIGHTED?”  
Their answers were recorded, along with a 

photo taken by an Excalibur staffer.

How are you all 
KNIGHTED?

Play cast pranks and customs Doc Porter

Babe Magrath

Barnette Lloyd 

Six steps to a successful spirit circle: 

Actor: 
Bob Strickland
Years in drama:

Number of play performances:

Favorite scene in Crimes of the Heart: 

Most embarrassing moment:

Most difficult part of this play:

3

11

“My scene with Meg because I didn’t have a lot of 
scenes and it was a chance to be on stage and act.”

“I’ve never really had a huge embarrassing moment.”

“For this play, I was not on stage as much as usual so 
I had to find a way to get back into character when I 

went back on the stage.”

All of the cast gets in a circle.

The leader (usually a senior) starts “passing the energy” by placing their arm around the 
person next to them.  That person then continues to pass the energy until everyone has their 

arm around the person next to them.

Actor: 
Zack Short

Years in drama:

Number of play performances:

Favorite scene in Crimes of the Heart: 

Most embarrassing moment:

Most difficult part of this play:

0

first performance

“When Chelsea chases Rachel  with a broom.”

“Going off stage and forgetting my microphone was   
  on.”

“Developing into my character because I hadn’t had 
much practice doing it.”

SPRING PLAYTRADITIONS

1.
2.

The last person in the circle then places their other 
arm around the person before them, ending with the leader. In the end, everyone has both of their arms 

around another cast member in a huddle.

3.

The leader then holds the magical fairy dust in their hands above their
 head and instructs the rest of the cast to do the same. 

5.

When the leader counts to the number three, everyone throws their arms to the floor thrusting 
the fairy dust onto the stage and putting magic into the show. 

6.

as told by student director Eric Peters

Actress: 
Nicole Cuneo

Years in drama:

Number of play performances:

Favorite scene in Crimes of the Heart: 

Most embarrassing moment:

Most difficult part of this play:

2

3

“When I came down the stairs with the chandelier  
around my neck and tried to kill myself in the oven.”

“On the final night, I had a wardrobe malfunction.”

“Having a new student director. It was not a challenge, 
but it was a different way of doing things.”


